Independent Learning Task Assignment Title: A case study of an African Country.
Learning Objectives: Students will be able to locate a chosen country in Africa and know the physical and human characteristics of
this country.
Final due date:
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1) Information Chose a country in Africa and list 8 key Download a blank map of Africa and shade Write a detailed description of your
Write a comparison between
about your
facts about this country – capital city,
in your country. Write a description of the
country. Don’t just provide a list –
your chosen country and the UK.
chosen
size of the country, population.
location of your country. – eg capital city,
analyse the information e.g.: when
.
country/
size, population, oceans/seas, what
you mention the size is that a big or
countries are surrounding it. Is it
small country? How does the
Suggest which country is the
Due Date:
landlocked?
population compare to the size?
most developed and why.
Explain whether the country is an
Describe whether your country is an
LEDC/NIC/MEDC & use a range of
LEDC/NIC/ MEDC using evidence to
evidence to support this?
support this.
2) What is the Write a description of when it is hottest Find a climate graph for your country and
Explain why your country has the
Write a detailed comparison of
climate like?
and coldest, and when there is the
write a paragraph to describe what it
climate that it has e.g. latitude,
the climate in your chosen
most and least rainfall.
shows. When is it hottest and coldest?
distance from sea etc.
country and the UK.
Due Date:
Does your country have seasons?
3) What is the
physical
Geography?
Due Date:

4) What is the
human
Geography?
Due Date:

On an outline map of your chosen
country label on its physical features:
• Mountain ranges
• Surrounding coasts
• Volcanoes
• Rivers
• Vegetation
On an outline map of your country label
on its human features:
• Cities
• tourist attractions and leisure
facilities
• famous buildings and landmarks
• sporting events
• transport networks

Write a detailed description of the physical
features found in your chosen country

Compare the physical features of
your chosen country and the UK

Explain the ways in which
humans can impact the physical
features in your chosen country.

Write a detailed description of the human
features found in your chosen country..
Describe how the level of development in
your country link to the amount of human
features.

Compare the human features of
your chosen country and the UK

Explain the environmental
impacts of some of the human
features found within your
chosen country.

